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Background

Embracing MotoRate

Chris Nicholls is one of the South-West’s largest used car retailers with its two showrooms
based in Penzance and Helston retailing around 900 cars a year. At the helm of the
eponymously named business is Chris Nicholls, who launched the company in 2001 and has
continued to see its subsequent growth.

MotoRate and its risk-based pricing approach fit Chris’ philosophy perfectly.

At the heart of Chris’ approach, as with so many independent dealers is a commitment to
customer service, where he has a particular focus on aftersales as he observes;

We all know that retaining a customer is generally more enjoyable and profitable
than acquiring a new one. So, as a team, we pay a great deal of attention to the
customer experience when buying and sustain this into aftersales. The extra
aftersales focus helps us to iron out any wrinkles that may surface after purchase and
has had a massive impact on our reputation. For us, our reputation is critical and at
every stage, we work hard to preserve it; it has been the foundation of our success.

The role of finance
With two forecourts and cars from £3,500 to £36,000 currently on sale, Chris is committed to
the role of finance as a marketing tool, as a way of making it easier for customers to buy and
as a source of income.
Chris’s long career in car retailing has ensured he has significant finance experience. This
experience includes being part of a team that led the industry in embracing PCP finance
working at one of the UK’s early adopting Ford Options dealers. The experience has shaped
the way Chris views finance and he is committed to transparency and good customer
outcomes noting;

I know the FCA is keen to promote ‘good customer outcomes’; in fairness,
they are pushing at an open door with us – good outcomes are our best
marketing tool.

Ê Every car offered online has an accompanying cash price and monthly finance offer
and the majority of cars can now be promoted with an APR of just 5.9% APR, with
an overall rate of 8.9% APR Representative being promoted
Ê The fact that the documentation fee is only £1, is something he sees as ‘ideal’;

Chris expands on his experience with MotoRate observing;
MotoRate has revolutionised car finance for us. Since it works in a similar way
to other lending industries, with the interest rate matched to the customer’s
credit profile, it is easily understood and trusted by customers. What we’ve
found is that overall, customers are very good at estimating their credit rating
so, there are no surprises.

Where we win over banks is the extra protection available with HP and
PCP and the greater likelihood of an approval. We are now seeing 8090% of all proposals accepted. Arguably, the interest rate available
online is now seeing us welcome a higher quality of customer as well.
Historically, we have written around £3M of finance p.a. and this looks
set to grow. This growth and high finance penetrations have seen finance
income improving; we are certainly earning above previous levels. The
overall result is that customers are getting better rates and we are
selling more cars and increasing the value of finance!

Additional bottom-line benefits
Unprompted, Chris added some further bottom-line benefits that he has seen from MotoRate in
terms of advertising and finance-led lead costs where he observes;
Another important benefit from MotoRate is that it provides an additional marketing
tool that has added to the reasons that we no longer need to pay for advertising
anymore; nor for that matter do we need to pay to use websites that direct
customers to pre-approved finance. The net result is a zero spend on advertising.
All of this has come about from the organic growth of our business achieved with
MotoRate.

The FCA impact
From a compliance point of view, MotoRate is ideal and we are moving forward to
the FCA’s deadline date for the change in January confident that we are complying
with the spirit and letter of regulation.
In summing up his view of MotoRate, Chris is typically succinct concluding
It is game-changing and the way forward for car finance.
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